Scratched Horse(s): Fleeting (IRE) (Veterinarian), Thais (FR) (Veterinarian)

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Trainers: 1 - O'Brien, Joseph; 7 - Ward, Dan; 2 - Brown, Chad; 12 - Gosden, John; 11 - O'Brien, Aidan; 5 - D'Amato, Philip; 9 - Lafon-Parias, Carlos; 4 - Hannon, Richard; 10 - Motion, H.; 8 - Pantall, Henri-Alex

Owners: 1 - Mrs. C. C. Regalado-Gonzalez; 7 - All Schlaich Stables LLC, Hollendorfer, Janet, Gatto Racing, LLC and Todaro, George; 2 - Peter M. Brant; 12 - Godolphin, LLC Lessee; 11 - Tabor, M. Benjamin, Magnier, Mrs. John, and Smith, Derrick; 5 - Little Red Feather Racing; 9 - SARL Darpat France; 4 - Pall Mall Partners and McCreery, Mrs. R. J.; 10 - Andrew Stone; 8 - Godolphin, LLC;

Footnotes
IRIDESSA (IRE) saved ground stalking the pace, came out into the stretch, bid three deep past midstretch to gain a short lead and gamely prevailed under urging. VASILKA stalked then chased a bit off the fence, continued inside on the second turn, came out some in midstretch, bid between horses a sixteenth out and continued gamely inside the winner. SISTERCHARLIE (IRE) chased inside then outside a rival, came out leaving the second turn and four wide into the stretch, drifted in some but gained the show. FANNY LOGAN (IRE) angled in and chased alongside a rival, swung out leaving the second turn and five wide into the stretch and was edged for third. JUST WONDERFUL settled outside a rival then angled in and saved ground off the pace, came out in late stretch and did not rally. CASTLE LADY (IRE) chased outside a rival, split horses leaving the second turn, came three wide into the stretch, drifted in the drive and weakened.